NOW TELL US ABOUT YOUR IDEAL HOME THEATER
Want elevated auditorium seating?
Think about it … your own mini-auditorium where friends, family and the kids—
no matter how tall or short—can all sit comfortably so that no one misses anything
on the screen.
Want a hidden movie screen?
Just let us know. And while we’re on the subject, don’t forget to ask us about hidden
speakers or hidden electronics.
Want a bar installed with your Home Theater?
What would a movie theater be without a place for drinks, and candy and popcorn …
and a place to congregate during the big game or after the show?

PURE SIGHT & SOUND—THE PROMISE
• Your system will work perfectly.
• Your Home Theater won’t look like anyone else’s.
• The only drama will be on the screen.

PURE SIGHT & SOUND—THE PROMISE FULFILLED
READ WHAT OUR CLIENTS WRITE

I would like to say that Pure Sight & Sound did a wonderful job on our home theater! After
talking about what we wanted (a very “clean” looking theater that was easy to operate) they
started with my unfinished basement and transformed a big part of it into an AWESOME home
theater, complete with handmade bar, projection room, electronics that are hidden in the wall,
remote control draperies, a great projector, and unbelievable sound. They even installed seat
shakers for the big BOOMS. Best of all, the whole system is so simple to use! … Pure Sight &
Sound definitely provided more than we were expecting … We now have a space that we are
proud to entertain our friends in! I refer Pure Sight & Sound to my friends & investment clients
all the time.
—Anthony Diaz—
We are thrilled with our new home theater system. Now we feel like we are there with the
actors as a part of the movie. It is amazing how much the sound quality makes a difference.
I am surprised to say it is as important if not more important than the picture quality. Now
we experience the movie rather than watch it. Pure Sight & Sound installers are genuinely
good people who we felt very comfortable having in our home. The equipment was even better
than what we had contracted for.
—Terry and Jennifer Swartzenruber—
My wife and I were looking to build a second home theater in our new home and had used
Pure Sight & Sound for limited products in the past. When we returned to them in November
of 2007 with our new project and after visiting two other competitive establishments, we
were not disappointed in our decision to go with these guys. Ed Kmetz (owner) greeted
us personally, sat with us and allowed us to talk direct to the manufacturers during our
consultation that no other business we visited provided. Pure Sight & Sound then designed a
system that not only met the needs of the space we were utilizing in the home but met our
budget as well. They provided on time and accurate installation and we have no doubt in our
minds that Ed easily met and exceeded our expectations. I would recommend Pure Sight &
Sound to anyone with any audio/visual requirements!

—Mark and Debbie DeLuca—
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